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Unpacking instruction - Pinball Machine

SHEET

Tools Required

- 5/8" Socket Wrench

- Utility Knife

- An Assistant

i

Caution Tempered Glass:

Playfield glass is high-strength

tempered glass. This is sensitive

to extreme temperature shifts and

corner nicks. When taking off glass

put on soft material and prevent

corners from damage. Glass can 

shatter into thousands of pieces if

damaged.

!

Caution Heavy:

Always be two (2) people

to unpack and move the

game. 

Use proper equipment

and handle with care!

1. Locate the side labeled

    "TRUCK FROM THIS SIDE ONLY"

3. Cut off the side of the box (1)

    Do not cut strap around the game.

2. Open the top flaps. Be careful 

    with staples.

5. Tilt the game forward to put it on

    front legs. Careful, heavy!

    Lift away the box and pallet!

4. Assemble front legs with bolts.

    The bolts should be on the game,

    in the mounting holes.

    Take out the bolt and put on leg

    reattach the bolts.

6. Get help from Assistant to lift up

    and put on the back legs.

7. Remove the transport strap.

8. Attach latch on backbox.

9.   Open Coindoor and open

      latches on inside each side.

10. Lift off lockdown bar.

11. Slide out glass to access playfield.

      Put pinballs in game before turning

      the game on.

 

      ! Careful when sliding glass out.

 

      If you set down glass make sure

      not to nick corners. Put down on

      soft surface to protect glass.
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Datasheet info:

In Box:

  w-80 cm x d-80 cm x h-164 cm

  Brutto weight: 130 kg

 

Unpacked Assembled:

  w-70 cm x d-140 cm x h-185 cm

  Netto weight: 115 kg


